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We Gather Strength As We Go                                Vires Acquirit Eundo 

 
 

 
 

Office bearers elected at the fifth annual general meeting on 22
nd

 November 2012 are: 

              President:           Mark Loney                       Secretary:                     Bill Wright      

              Vice President:   LynC                                 Committee member:    Bruce Gillespie  

              Treasurer:           Carey Handfield                Committee member:    Rob Gerrand 

Editorial 

Welcome to the fifth issue of an irregular bulletin to the members of Meteor Incorporated.   

At Meteor Incorporated’s AGM in Melbourne on 22
nd

 November 2012 members took stock of 

the progress of the Association towards its main objective of raising funds to acquire premises to 

house a science fiction institution and research collection in Australia.  

Tax deductible donations to the Meteor Incorporated Public Fund totalling $12,570 have been 

contributed by only five generous individuals. Regrettably, attempts to persuade members of the 

science fiction community to commit themselves to small regular donations via the PayPal 

facility on our website have failed, with the result that the Public Fund is being eroded by 

storage costs for significant items rescued from ‘at risk’ collections. There are, however, a 

number of positives described over leaf. And some good news just to hand… 

Meteor Incorporated’s seed investment pays off (sort of) 

Meteor Inc was seeded with 50,000 shares in speculative research biotech company Cytopia 

Limited, valued then at $38,000. In January 2010 Cytopia was taken over by Canadian biotec 

YM Biosciences Inc, reducing Meteor’s stake to 4,260 YM shares valued at only $6,390. 

On 13
th

 December 2012, YM announced that it had been taken over by Gilead Sciences (an 

American biotechnology company that discovers, develops and commercializes therapeutics) for 

$2.95 cash per share, valuing Meteor’s stake at CAN$12,567. We can expect to get the 

Australian dollar equivalent of that cash when the deal is finalized in the first quarter of 2013.   

Australian Science Fiction Community Centre and Research Archive – donate now to make it real 
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Jean Weber redesigns and re-hosts Meteor Incorporated’s website 

In 2012, Jean Weber put in months of effort redesigning Meteor Incorporated’s website to 

include a blog and to interface with mobile phones and the social media.  The intention is that 

the committee should use the blog to post regular news bulletins on the progression of tax 

deductible donations to the Meteor Incorporated Public Fund and details of the Association’s 

activities from time to time. All forms of Internet publicity including the social media will then 

be employed to publicise the Meteor Fund and to direct enquirers to the blog, which itself would 

have pointers to other information on our website such as how to make tax deductible donations 

to the Fund by PayPal via the website at: http://www.meteorinc.dreamhosters.com/ or how to 

register an intention to remember the Meteor Fund in one’s Will.. 

Fund raising 

In 2012, key committee members were too ill to get 

that fund raising programme up and running. The 

challenge is to find people ‘out there’ who share our 

vision and demonstrate ‘what’s in it for them’ before 

directing them to our blog for further information.  

Meteor President Mark Loney opines this could prove 

to be an impossible task. Instead he suggests we look 

for ‘whales’ (fund raising jargon for super-rich 

potential donors who might be persuaded to put the 

Meteor Fund on  their list of potential charities when 

they retire from business and shift their attention to 

worthy charitable causes). People like Bill Gates or, 

closer to home, Dick Smith come to mind.                        Cedilla under sea  (illo by John Bangsund) 

Stored material 

Meteor Incorporated               Preserving science fiction 

In Vires Acquirt #1 June 2010, the Association announced a campaign to raise $10,000 for 

interim storage of selected items from collections acquired in an emergency until facilities are 

available to manage them properly. That involves giving assistance to the donors to catalogue 

(or at least box-label) their collection and help with the disposition of material we don’t want. 

This is an interim objective, i.e. in addition to our long term plan to raise funds to establish a 

bricks and mortar science fiction institution and research archive in Australia. It answers a 

pressing need as fans age and their collections are at risk of being broken up and lost to fandom.  

At the fifth AGM, Bruce Gillespie drew applause when he pointed out a need for Meteor Inc to 

smarten up its performance in identifying and earmarking ‘at risk’ collections all over Australia. 

It was agreed that Bill Wright and Bruce Gillespie should visit the Access Self  Storage depot in 

Montague Street, South Melbourne (where the Mervyn Binns collection and significant items 

from other collections are stored) to do an inventory. He also suggested a register be maintained 

to record the locations of ‘at risk’ collections throughout Australia, and that the committee take  

steps to involve local fan communities in the rescue, labelling and storage of selected items – all 

of which is to be done as directed by the Association and financed by the Association. 
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